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SpaScreen Installation Instructions: Read completely before attempting to install SpaScreen:
1. Make certain that SpaScreen is compatible with your spa and cover lift system (if installed) and that the
SpaScreen brackets will not interfere with your spa cover tie down straps. If you have questions on
compatibility with your particular spa, consult your spa dealer.
2. Determine which side of your spa you wish to mount SpaScreen. Both of the black pole brackets will be
mounted on that side of the spa with 1/2” holes facing up (flat bottom of bracket is down).
3. Determine the mounting location for each bracket, following these recommendations:
a) Both brackets should be mounted as close as possible to the corners of the spa, while still on the
flat surface of the spa surround (i.e. not on the curved corner of the spa unless there is sufficient
frame structure behind spa surround material).
b) The brackets must be mounted below the plastic/fiberglass lip of the tub, with the bottom of the
screen approximately 1” below the top of the tub surface.
c) If you are attaching a bracket on a corner that also has a cover lift installed, make certain that the
SpaScreen bracket does not interfere with the cover lift. The bracket may need to be installed
below the cover lift bracket or above it if there is sufficient space. The cover lift may also need to
be adjusted (widened) slightly to allow it to clear the SpaScreen bracket. If you have questions,
consult your spa dealer or Moose Lake Products.
d) As many screws as possible (minimum of 4) should penetrate solid frame members behind the
spa surround. Ask your spa dealer if you are not certain where frame members are for your
particular spa.
4. Attach the anchor bracket first (the one that will hold the large rotation pole) using a square to make certain
that the bracket is perpendicular to the top of the tub surface (not the cover! Covers are not flat.). Failure to
do this will result in a screen that is not level when extended. The anchor bracket cannot be mounted on a
corner adjacent to a cover lift. Only the receiver bracket can be on the same corner as a cover lift
5. Drill 3/32” pilot holes through spa surround material to prevent splitting.
6. Make certain the bracket is perpendicular to top of the spa and install screws. Do not over-tighten!
7. Insert black rotation pole (with spring) completely into the anchor bracket.
8. Attach SpaScreen screen tube to the pole by gently lowering screen tube over the black pole.
9. Important step: Mount the receiver bracket next by installing one of the two top screws only at this time (only
pre-drill this one hole for now). Extend the SpaScreen from the anchor post to the receiver bracket, and insert
the extension pole fully into one of the two small holes on top of the receiver bracket. Adjust the height of the
screen on the extension pole by sliding up or down until screen is parallel with top of the spa. Tilt bracket as
needed to make screen hang tight and even across entire surface. Mark remaining 7 holes, pre-drill and
install screws.
10. If you have purchased a Corner Kit, mount this bracket next using the same procedure as the receiver bracket
(Instruction #10 above). Be certain to place the bracket in a location that will properly guide the screen
around the corner of the spa.
11. Install black screw caps on the screws to cover the screw heads.
12. Place SpaScreen cover bag over SpaScreen pole and screen assembly.
13. You are now ready to use SpaScreen!
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Daily use:
1. Open spa cover as usual using cover lift if installed.
2. Remove SpaScreen cover bag.
3. Unwrap retaining strap and gently pull screen (grasp pole on end of screen) towards receiver bracket.
4. Insert extending pole fully into small hole on receiver bracket. There are 2 small holes in receiver bracket,
use either hole. The second hole will accommodate a second SpaScreen should you wish to enclose 2 sides
of your spa.
5. Adjust height of screen on extending pole (slide screen up or down on pole) as needed to make screen
parallel to top of spa.
6. Enjoy your spa!! No need to worry about wind or prying eyes.
7. Never use SpaScreen in winds in excess of 15 MPH. Do not exceed the maximum wind speed for your cover
lift system if installed. The spring mechanism in SpaScreen will absorb wind gusts, allowing screen to flex
and then return to normal taut position. This feature greatly reduces the strain on the mounting brackets.
8. When finished with spa, simply remove (lift) extending pole from receiver bracket.
9. Holding onto extending pole, slowly move extending pole towards anchor pole, allowing SpaScreen to rewind
itself onto screen tube.
10. As screen rewinds onto screen tube, adjust height of extending pole to ensure screen winds straight onto
tube. If necessary, pull screen towards receiver bracket and rewind again to properly align screen on the
tube.
11. Attach retaining strap securely around SpaScreen.
12. Install cover bag fully over SpaScreen.
13. Close spa cover.
Helpful hints to maximize your enjoyment of SpaScreen:
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Never leave the screen extended when not in use. Always roll it up to ensure long life of the screen.
It is recommended that the screen be brought inside occasionally and allowed to dry after use to prevent
mildew.
SpaScreen can be cleaned with mild household soap and water.
Always install SpaScreen cover bag over SpaScreen when not in use.
Do not pull up on screen tube when screen is extended, as you will lose spring tension. If this happens,
simply lift screen off of pole, rewind by hand, then place tube back onto black pole.

Caution:
SpaScreen is not to be used as a security barrier to control children or pets.
SpaScreen is not a backrest and cannot be leaned upon when installed.
SpaScreen should not be used in winds in excess of 15 MPH.

SpaScreen Limited Warranty:
Moose Lake Products, LLC warrants to the original purchaser only that our products are free from defects in
material and workmanship for a period of one year from date of purchase from Moose Lake Products or
authorized SpaScreen dealer.
•
•
•
•
•

The warranty does not cover punctures, cuts, abrasions incurred as a result of normal use.
Moose Lake Products will only warranty product with replacement product.
Proof of purchase and return of defective product is required for all replacements.
Proof of purchase includes legible copy of purchasing record.
Moose Lake Products warrants to the original purchaser only and warrants only when products are used
for normal recreational purposes.

THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION OF THE FACE HEREOF.
MOOSE LAKE PRODUCTS, LLC SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES.

